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We just hooked up with a new supplier for our Ford Racing Parts and accessories , and we're
now able to get what can only be described as a whole bunch of Ford Racing's gear. We can get
our hands over different part numbers from Ford Racing's inventory that can make your
Mustang into an utter monster. We have everything from basic pieces to complete crate engines
and everything in between. Some of these parts are already listed, but we're going to try to add
the vast majority of these parts in the near-ish future. Call us at to order any of these Ford
Racing Performance Parts. If you read through all of those, you probably deserve a medal, or at
least a little gold star for the day. Call us at to order any of these parts. Thank you, Alan. Please
let me know if you have. Thanks in advance! Home Blog Home. Previous Post. Next Post. Close
Submit. Mailing List. Email Address GO. The email you entered isn't valid. You subscribed
successfully. You're unsubscribed. Categories F 3. Contact Us Call Us [email protected] Email.
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of Thread: 78 Fairmont with - header help. I am a new owner of a 78 Fairmont with a V8.
Everything appears to be stock under the hood, except for intake manifold and Holley carb. I've
been looking at exhaust modifications available, and I see Summit sells a Hedman product
Shorty style header. The Fairmont has exactly the same engine bay as a Fox Mustang, so
anything for that application will work! Brad '79 Mercury Zephyr ES 5. Thanks Zephyr. What
headers do you have, and what starter are you using? I was reading that some headers get in
the way of things, which is why I'm going for those shorty style headers. They fit just like the
stock manifolds! I'm using the '92 and up mini-starter. No problems whatsoever. Did you have to
switch to a mini starter for the header to clear? Originally Posted by 78Fox. Ford Racing shorty
headers sound good to me. And if you ever go to P heads, you're ready! They are on order.
Thanks for the advice guys. I have some VHT header paint so I'm all set. That's what I have on
my 40p heads and the small permanent magnet starter. Works well. Will Rogers" common sense
is not as common as you think". All rights reserved. Change site's color scheme just above
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your five liter equipped Fox Mustang, you need to check out these shorties from Ford Racing
Performance Parts. The MP50 headers will fit stock in most aftermarket cylinder heads and are
widely known because they allowed for the extra plug clearance needed on the cast iron GT40P
cylinder head. They'll work with your factory mid-pipe or any aftermarket mid-pipe that was
intended for use with stock or shorty style headers. Every set of headers includes all your
needed attaching hardware and a new pair of gaskets. So if you're looking for a power upgrade
without losing any room to work under your car, pick up a set of these Ford Racing headers
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Performance Exhaust Headers Eliminating the manufacturers exhaust manifold and adding a
set of performance exhaust headers is the best way to reduce power robbing back pressure

from your cars engine. Normal exhaust manifolds cause back-pressure when your engine runs.
Manifolds use one chamber for 4 firing cylinders. An exhaust header is built to give each
cylinder its own exhaust tube to vent through. This design eliminates the back-pressure and
gives your cars engine a great boost in power. Vivid Racing carries exhaust headers for almost
all vehicles and from many of the top high performance manufactures in the racing industry.
Now that we have cleared the airway for your engine to breath out, let's take a look at your
engines ability to breath in. So take a look at our Intakes category and if you have any questions
give us a call. Buying from Vivid Racing is the best choice you can make. We back every part we
sell with our personal guarantee of satisfaction. Buy online or give one of our world class sales
professionals a call at If you don't see what you are looking for Call Us. We can help. Vivid
Racing was voted 1 in customer service nationwide! Vivid Racing carries Performance Exhaust
Headers for most cars and trucks. Here are just a few. Please use the vehicle selector at the top
left if you do not see your vehicle above. Vivid Racing carries Performance Exhaust Headers
from all the top manufacturers in the automotive industry. Home Ford Racing Headers. Ford
Racing Headers Performance Exhaust Headers Eliminating the manufacturers exhaust manifold
and adding a set of performance exhaust headers is the best way to reduce power robbing back
pressure from your cars engine. Hands-On Experience and Professionalism is what makes us
the best! The Ford Racing performan Ford Racing 5. Ford Racing Loc Header Bolt 0. Includes 16
bolts and locking hardware. Ford Racing Replacement Header Gaskets 4. Ford Racing
Replacement Header Gasket 4. Ford Racing Header Gaskets 4. Ford Racing Header Gaskets 5.
Cast from Ni-Resist to withstand extreme temperatures and duty cycles, the kit includes special
multi layer, high temperature gaskets and mounting hardware. Additionally, the kit includes
proprietary instructions on the safe limit of cylinder head exhaust port modification.
Features:Mountune exhaust turbo elbow kit - focus stFits: Fo An example of stainless usage is
catalytic converter assemblies. A surface rust will form in most instances. This rust retards
further corrosion. Name View more. Ford Racing Head Gasket Set Ford Mustang Foxbody Model
Number: MS View Price Ford Racing is proud to be the only high-volume vehicle manufacturer
to design, engineer, develop, sell, and support a variety of turnkey race cars both for the drag
strip and for the road course.

